My mothers mittens
Island
Designed by Guðbjörg Halldórsdóttir, written by Guðný Ingibjörg Jónsdóttir

Photo Johanna Aydemir.

Yarn: Dale baby ull, 100 gramms
Embroidery yarn: DMC broder Médicis
Needles: Sock needles 2 mm
Size: 10,5 width, 24,5 cm length
Gauge: 10 stitches = 3 cm, 10 rows = 2,2 cm.

Instructions:
Left decrease: Slip two stitches to right hand needle, knitwise, slip them back to left hand needle and
knit them together.
Right decrease: Knit two stitches together.
Left increase: Left needle under the band between stitches from the knit side, knit into the back of
the band to make a new stitch.
Right increase: Left needle under the band between stitches from the purl side, knit into the front
ofthe band to make a new stitch.

Kn1= Knit one stitch
P1= Purl one stitch
Embroidery: Cross stitch.
On the cuff the stitching begins in the fourth row.
On the back of the hand the stitching begins 2,5 cm from the end of the cuff.
Stitching on the thumb begins at 2 cm from the end of the cuff.

Right mitten
Cast on 68 stitches and divide onto four needles, 17 stitches on each.
Knit three rounds of knit one, purl one.
Now knit 23 rounds like this: Needle one and two, knit. Needle three and four, knit one, purl one
Next two rounds, knit one, purl one on all needles.
Knit two rounds and increase one stitch on the back of the hand. Mark the center stitch as the center
of embroidery.
Thumb increase
Knit needle one and two.
On needle three, knit 2, make a left increase, knit three stitches (center of thumb), make a right
increase, knit 12 stitches.
Follow the chart and knit 3 rounds then do the next increase.The left increase is always after two
stitches and the right increase is always when 12 stitches are left on the needle.
When the increase is 15 stitches you put them on a scrap yarn to keep and cast on 8 new stitches.
Now you have 22 stitches on needle three. Knit four rounds.
Decrease at thum opening
Knit needle one and two. On needle three, knit three stitches, left decrease, knit two, right decrease.
Knit to end of round.
Knit one round.
Next round, knit needle one and two. On needle three, knit three stitches, left decrease, right
decrease. Knit to end of round.
Knit one round. Knit needle one and two. On needle three, knit three stitches, left decrease, knit to
end of round. Now there are 17 stitches on needle three again.
Knit 9 cm and then begin the end decrease.
Decrease
Needle one, left decrease at the beginning of the needle. Needle two, right decrease at the end of
the needle. Needle three is like needle one. Needle four is like needle two.
Knit two rounds between the first two decreases. After decrease three, knit one round. After that
you decrease in every round until there are 8 stitches left. Cut the yarn and pull the end through the
remaining stitches.

Left mitten

Cast on 68 stitches and divide onto four needles, 17 stitches on each.
Knit three rounds of knit one, purl one.
Now knit 23 rounds like this: Needle one and two, knit one, purl one.. Needle three and four, knit.
Next two rounds, knit one, purl one on all needles.
Knit two rounds and increase one stitch on the back of the hand. Mark the center stitch as the center
of embroidery.
Thumb increase
Knit needle one. On needle two, knit 12 stitches, make a left increase, knit three stitches (center of
thumb), make a right increase, knit 2 stitches. Knit to the end of round.
Follow the chart and knit 3 rounds then do the next increase.The left increase is always when 12
stitches are left on the needle and the right increase is done when two stitches are left on the
needle.
When the increase is 15 stitches you put them on a scrap yarn to keep and cast on 8 new stitches.
Now you have 22 stitches on needle two.
Knit four rounds.
Decrease at thum opening
Knit needle one. On needle two, knit 12 stitches, left decrease, knit two, right decrease.
Knit to end of round.
Knit one round.
Next round, knit needle one. On needle two, knit 12 stitches, left decrease, right decrease. Knit to
end of round.
Next round, knit needle one. On needle two, knit 12 stitches, left decrease, right decrease. Knit to
end of round. Now there are 17 stitches on needle two again.
Knit 9 cm and then begin the end decrease.
Decrease
Needle one, left decrease at the beginning of the needle. Needle two, right decrease at the end of
the needle. Needle three is like needle one. Needle four is like needle two.
Knit two rounds between the first two decreases. After decrease three, knit one round. After that
you decrease in every round until there are 8 stitches left. Cut the yarn and pull the end through the
remaining stitches.
Thumb
Devide the 15 stitches from the scrap yarn to two needles.
Start knitting from the palm side. Pick up 10 stitches, one from each side and 8 from the extra cast
on. Total 25 stitches.
Knit 5 cm before starting decrease.
Decrease four stitches evenly in every round until there are four stitches left. Cut the yarn and pull
the end through the remaining stitches.

Cuff:

Thumb:

Thumb chart:
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